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ABSTRACT

In dUlling wilh the i"ntT personality stales in dwoa'al;w slat~ disordrrs, it is "eassary to hi! able 10 elJedively establish a cOImmmi·
cation bridgebetw«n (!use states and the therapist. For t~ neU! therapist this rna)' present a completely foreign CQIH:ejJI in thempel/ric
dialogue. The idea oj speaking jor the first time with alter IJmmlalily slales may cause some a/J/Jrehension. But Ihe expectation Ihal
the therapist must be able to access O,e inner /JeTsollolities may pr~
senlo majorpTobkm Ihat TequiresguidonceJurcoikaguts. Beginning
with a JDlJ aampln ojaccessing luhniques in past cenluries, curmil acassing mdhods used by mosl Ihnapisls are thm discusud.
Theu includeJarmal hypnosis, ~lfh)'tmosis, guided i,nalJ"}', and
chnnical indudions oj trance slales stich as Ihost illduced by Ihe
list ojsodium am)'tal. These acms;ng mJ!thods are ovmJi~wed with
011 txample oja luhnique used iT)' thl' author 10 iau.stm/~ the process ojaccessing illner personalit), states.
While researching this paper, I was impressed by the
lTlany approaches and techniques that have been written
about how to access and deal with the inner personality S}'Stem ofmultiple personality disorder (MPO). I found it somewhat overwhelming as I pondered over which approach I
might choose were T [Q be entering this field of work today.
I would wonder if there was o"e which was the best, and if
so, how T would find it.
for those who may find themselves in this situation, lei
me share a principle I learned in quite a differenl field. When
posted [Q West Germany in thc III id-1970s witTl the Canadian
Forces, I was soon introduced to the many fine wines which
were available. There were so lllany excellent ones that I
really did not know how I should go about le'lrning how to
find out which were the best wines. I asked a new German
friend who owned a wine cellar, '"How do T determine what
is a great Gennan wine?" He paused, and wisely answered,
ihe one that you like." And thai is the principle 1 suggest
)'ou appl}' in choosing between lhe many fine and varied
techniques written and laught aboulaccessing the inner perronality system. Find the one thaI works best for you, thaI

like, and thaI is the one for you. But have some other
methods in reserye - for no one approach will work for all
your patients/clients all the time.
T will be discllssing SOllle of these accessing techniques
and eliding with an outline of the one I like and use most
often. Although I will concentrate for the most part on current techniques, I did review the ways earlier "therapists
utilized dissociati\'e maneuvers in people whose difficulties
resembled those we see in current day MPO. I ",,'ill briefly
mention three cases recorded prior to lhis centu~'.
Before doing so, I will make i' clear lhall do heed the
advice given by Henri Ellenberger (1970). I believe all MPD
therapists should ha"e in their libraries his excellent book,
1M DiscoVf!l)' oj the Unconsciolls. He notes, MO ne should be
cautious in the study of old case histories, which have not
always been recorded with the same cafC as one would wish
for todayM (I" 134). In any event, these three cases probably
,,'ere whattoda}' we might call MPD.
Ellenberger reports a case the German magnetizer
Eberhardt Gmelin t«:<lted in 1789 al the lime of the French
Remlution. By the wa)'. this was a good time for the French
aristocracy,amongomers.to headoff(so to speak) toCennany
in order to escape the guilloline! These new immigrants with
their fancy ways and manners intrigued many Germansespecially a 2Q.year--old woman. She apparently developed
an "exchanged personalily"and was treated by Gmelin. This
new French personality spoke fluent French, possessed the
French mannerisms, and spoke German with a French accent.
When back to her normal state, she had amnesia for the
aClivities of her new French Slale. Ellenberger writes that
"with a motion of his hand, Gmdin was easily able to make
her shift from one personality to anolher" (I" 127). Gmdin's
hand-w,n;ng manoeuvre maY\"ell be the first medical recording of an accessing lechnique for multiple personality disorder. (From my point ofvie\\', there is much about this case
thaI we reall), do nOI know. I just do nOI believe that any
'"new" personality can emerge possessing the skill to speak
an entirely ncw language without any previous learning. I
SllSPCCl she must havc had prcvious dissociations involving
cxposure to Ihe French language.)
I was able to find a much earlier report ofanother accessing stratcg}', lhis one from non-medicalliteralure. This second case concerns an agilated and mentall}'disturbed adult
male who had broken free of his restraints and fled to live
in Ihe hillside lOmbs in an area of what is now tJle Middlc
E."lSL By day and night he could be heard screaming. I-Ie
used stones for self-mutilation, gashing his arms. One day
yOll
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he sponed a preacher he had heard of and ran up to him.
in lhis agitated Slate, to pay his respects. The preacher quickly recognized a problem which he believed to be a possnsion
slate. He immediatel}'. in an authoritative voice, ordered that
the malevolent spirit leave the man's body. This appears to
have caused a spontaneous dissociative switch. The preacher ....'aS vcry perceptive, recognized a state change, and demanded the name of this new ~ state. This slate identified itself
by name and admitted that many others .....ere lurking inside
....i.lh him. These ego states or alter personalities apparentl}'
feared their personal elimination and pleaded thaI the preacher should let them leave the man's body and enter the bodies of a large herd of nearby animals. This apparently was
agreed upon and this preacher, lIsing what today is tenncd
"guidcd imagery,~ sllccessfully suggested that the ego states
enter the bodies of the animals. Thc rccords indicatc lhal
within no time this wild man had rcturncd to his usual sanc
ways and was wearing his normal clothing.
By now you may have likely gucssed that the prcacher
wasjesus Christ, and the unfortunatc man was named Legion,
who claimed to have ~hundreds~with him. Thiso\'crall str.ltegy, ofcourse, would ha\'e been called an exorcism. This ~case
report" is described in The Gospel According to ~brk (Ch.
5: 1-16).
As one looks at the essencc of this Biblical reference,
thcre indeed are some aspects ofwhat we use in current day
therapies ofMPD. In taday's terms, one can see elements of
therapeutic strategies attributed to Christ, including direct
confrontation, identification of the alter by name, and guid+
ed imager)'. Like Gmelin's accessing technique, this one by
Christ would not go over well at all in today's politically correct society!
I will touch on only one more early accessing technique.
I think 'would be remiss, here in Europe, if I did not mention the very important contribution to the field of dissociation by France's Pierre Janel. His work is of considerable
historic importancc, An entire conference could be devotcd to his research and therapy in the area of multiple personality and dissociation.
Ellcnberger (1970) notes that janet demonstrated lhe
important role of name-taking or name-giving. In Janel's
words. ~Once baptized, thc unconscious personality is more
clear and dcfinite, it shows its psychological traits more clearI),R (Janet, quoted in Ellenberger. 1970, p. 139). It is intcrR
esting to note the similarity of this statement b)'Janet with
the technique Christ used with Legion. Besides using ahcr
identification as an accessing facilitator,Janet would access
alters bya magndi.:ingteehnique called "automatic writing. R
He used this "indirect accessing in such cases as his famous
-Leonie. ~ In effect. automatic writing consists ofan alter personality/ego state using the ""riting hand of the primary' personality to communicate withom t...... k.ing full executive control. "Ibis technique isstillusedat times in present day therapies.
It hassc\'eral variations, including "automatic drnwing. More
recently, some patients have reported doing thcirown "aUIOmatic personal computerwriting" (communicating on a \'ideo
display terminal)!
The common pattern in these early cases and others of
R

R

the latter pan of the 19th Century and first half of this century was that the inner personality S)'Stem could be discO\'ered b)' \-arious hypnotic manocmTes. It would thus seem
only natural to use hypnosis as part of the treaunent strateo.
gy when the new awareness of MPD began in North America
around the 19705, But this time around the use of h)'pnosis
in MPD was greeted with skcpticism in some quarters.
Thc argumen t that h)pnosis could mustMPD challenged
the use ofthis modality. Richard I-Ioreviu (1983) stales, lhe
doubts about the validity ofmuhiple personality stem from
its association from hypnosis" (p. 139). This concern abom
the risks of using hypnosis in ~IPD has been echoed by many
authors, includinga recent article b)' H. Merskeyin the British
jou nlalofPS)'chiatT)'en Ii tled "'Thc Man ufucture ofPersonalitics:
The Production of r-,'lultiple Personality Disorder" (1992).
Howcver, Kluft (1982) and Braun (1984) have addressed
these concernsaoout the usc ofh)pnotherapeutic tcchniques
in the treatment of multi pic personality. KIuft carefully
rcviewcd the critical literature and concluded, 'There is no
firm evidence that hypnosis in and of itself creates or warscns multiple personalily. Evidence has been presented to
show tllat carefull)' applied hypnotic procedures may serve
useful roles in its diagnosis and treaunem" (p. 238). Kluft
(1982), howC\'er,doesconcede that, "Phenomena analogous
to and bearing dramatic but superficial resemblance to ~IPD
can be elicited experimcntally or in a clinical situation ifone
tries to do so or makes clinical errors" (p. 232), For those
who wish more infonnation about hrpnosisand ~IPD. Eugcne
Bliss (1986) discussesextensi\'el)'this topic in his bcMJk. Aluliiple
Pmonalil)'. Alli«l Disordn's. and fI)pnosis. In addition, an entire
issue of the journal DlSSOClA TlOX was dC\'oted to lhe quesLion of iatrogenesis in ~II'D (KIuft. 1989a).
Within the field, there is consensus that the pmdent use
of h)'pnosis is a valid accessing and therapeutic tOOllO aug+
mcntthe core lreamleOl of MPD patients which, of course.
is the psychotherapy. Thus. it is \'cry useful for MPD thcrapists to have a grounding in hypnosis and h)pnotherapcutic principles, Such a grounding, for instance, alerts therapists to the fact that recall under hypnosis may not always
be accurate,and poorqucstioning lechniquescan influcnce
a patient'S apparent memory recall.
Howe\'er, hypnosis induced by the therapist is not the
onl)' means a\<lilable to contact personalities. ~'1uhiple personalit)' patients are gencrally highl), hypnotizable
(Loewenstein, 1991) and some rna)' learn to communicate
across their S)"Stcm through "hat would be tenned sponla1UOUS MlfhJpnosis. The personalities may emerge without an)'
accessing strategies on the pan of the therapist and rna)'
interaet with the therapist on their own initiatiYC. flashbacks
ofmemories, for example, is probablya form ofspontaneous
self-hypnosis in which amnestic barriers are sudden I) and
unexpectedly penetrated. TI1US, such patients accessing
inner personalities and memories via self-hypnosis could
engage in therap)' ",;thout using any formal procedure.
Half-way between thc t"'·o modalities of formal h)'pnosis and sclf-h)pnosis would be one often referred to as gllidI'd ima!f")'. In the case ofguided imagery, since MPD patients
are rcadily hypnotizable and prone to spontaneous tranc-
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ing, a therapist, without using any formal hypnosis, could
provide imagery and/orsuggestions adaptcd from such areas
as gestalt therapy, meditation, and formal hypnosis. Using
these, the patient could be guided into self-hypnocic staces
and be taught to access the inner personality system. Many
therapists untrained in formal hypnosis use guided imagery.
In attempting to provide an outline for accessing strategies to alter personality states, it should be understood that
there is no agreement about whether a hypnotic state is the
same as a dissociated state. There also have been controversies as to whether hypnosis is a special state or a trait.
These controversies continue to be the subjcct of ongoing
scholarly debate (Lynn & Rhue, 1991; Horevitz, 1992; Bliss,
1986). Though the factors invoked in dissociative state disorders arc complex, nonetheless, one that does seem present in all is that there does appear to be a change in state
similar to the trance state observed in deep hypnotic responders. So in spite of the differences between a slate of hypnosis and dissociation, the trance states presentin both share
many similarities. A similar trance state may also be induced
by sodium amytal (Ross, 1989).
I believe there are basically four overall methods to access
inner states: self-hypnosis, formal hypnosis, guided imagery,
and france-inducing drugs (i.e., sodium amytal). However,
two othcr situations have led to accessing trance states. In
the histories given by dissociative state disorder patients, they
appear to have formed such states due to fear relaterJto /i.I)'chic trauma or pain. Fear or trauma, then, could also be considered an accessing method, though hardly one appropriate to therapy. Some patienL5 using meditation have reported
entering trance states. In summary then, trance states can
be accessed in at least six ways:
1)

Formal hypnosis,

2)

Guided imagery,

3) Self-hypnosis,
4)

Meditation techniques,

5)

Drugs (i.e., sodium amytal), and

6)

Fear, pain.

While often one method is favored by a particular therapist (most OftCIl, formal hypnosis or guided imagery), it is
possible tllat two or even all of these basic approaches could
he used during the course of therapy.
•
As a therapist, one must become familiar with at least
one of the above approaches to gain access to the system of
inner ego states and be able to lead these states to a resolution of their conflicts and ultimately to an acceptable form
of integration. In addition (0 knowing these basics, it certainly is an advantage to have knowledge of a wide range of
hypnotherapy-based manoeuvres (which may not need to
bc applied through formal hypnosis). These can be used in
addition to accessing and may be of great aid in diminish-

ing crisis situations or in ameliorating distressful symptoms
during the process of therapy.
This situation of using various strategies is addressed by
KIuft (1989b) who states, "The m:tiority of tile extant literature on the use ofhypnosis for the treatmentofMPO addresses the processes of the accessing of alters, arranging reconciliations among the alters, and facilitating integration" (p.
90). Hc shows how more specialized hypnotherapeuuc-based
procedures can also be used, in the interest of stabilizing
the MI'D patient, such as "alter substitution, provision ofsanctuary, distancing manoeuvres, bypassing time and rearranging the configuration of alters by bartering " (p. 90).
Others might add traditional hypnotic techniques such as
the afl"cct bridge, automatic writing, and ideomotor signalling.
Accessing alters is not invariably a benign procedure for
it can open a Pandora's box of previously dissociatcd traumas. TherapisL5 should remain within their level of competence and should not go beyond the scope of their field of
expertise. When in doubt, one should ask for a consultation
with a colleague or seek supervision.
Before using accessing techniques, you also should have
a diagnostic case history. You should be familiar with the
ways in which inner personalities develop, present themselves, and can directly and indirectly influence the symptomatology as well as the therapy. You should understand
such concepts as the delusion ofindividual separateness, the
alter personalities' initial fear of being eliminated in therapy, and the management of abreactions, to name just a few.
With this basic knowledge yOLl are now ready to access your
patienL5' inner world.
There are two excellent books in the MPO field which
not on ly cover these basics, but also contai n alternate accessing techniqucs. I recommend you refer both to Putnam's
Uia[JIlOsis and Treatment ofMultiple Personalit)1 Disorder (1989)
and Ross's Multiple Personality Disorder:Diagnosis, CliniralFeatures,
and Treatment (1989).
Many other therapists and speakers at this conference
have developed excellent strategies of accessing alters.
Constraints of time and space do not allow me to discuss the
many techniques now ;w<lilablc. The conference organizing
committee requested that I outline a strategy for accessing
the inner system which I have been developing. Although I
am most comfortable with this approach, I am prepared to
employ various other hypnosis-based strategies if they are
required.
In the early 1980s, J was developing a group of techniques combining gestalt therapy with hypnosis. It was a
Canadian colleague, Dr. John Curtis, who encouraged me
to write a paper formatting these strategies. In the beginning 1 borrowed from many disciplines of psychotherapy
and hypnosis and adapted these for my use with MI'O
patients. Othcr strategies r improvised or inventcd as needed. These strategies together form a "package"which I call
The Dissociative Table Technique. Details ofthis technique have
been published in D1S,fiOCtATION (Fraser, 1991).
Asother therapists in my area have found this Dissociative
TableTechniqueuscful, there has been an unexpected advantage. When such patients are seen in consultation or looked
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FIGURE I
Modalities of accessing ego states/alter personalitites
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after when Lheir usual therapist is not a\'3.ilable, if that therapist has been using the Dissoriatiw Tabh Tuhniqtu. I am
already aware ofLhc accessing techniques and imagery that
Lhe patient is using. Therefore, our ha\;ng a standard accessing technique for the ego states isquite beneficial for patient
and therapist when Lhe patient has to be covered or transferred to another therapist.
In oul1ine, the dissociati\'e table strategies center around
an extension of me gestalt two<hair technique. In effect,
111e patient is guided by imagery (or, if wished, by formal
hypnosis) tovisualizeasafe place in which ~noonegets hurt."
Gener,illy, I encourage visualiUllion of a room with an oval
table (some patients prefer to avoid rooms or tables). Next,
the patient is asked to visualize himself or herself sitting in
one of the chairs around the table. Being highly hypnotizable, Lhe MPD patient can readily enter a trance state when
cooperating with Lhe imagery suggested by me Lherapisl.
The patient is in a trance state \;sualizing himself or herself
at a table, Lhus being in my office and in that safe room wiLh
Lhe table at the same time. Next, alters in the sptem are
invited into Lhis room and asked to tak.e a seaL Special care
is taken to avoid iatrogensis. I do not suggest personalities
are presem but do set up an imagery template based on the
history given by me patient. This history must indicate pre\;005 experiences suggesting the presence ofdissociated ego
states. My task is to access previousl}··fomled ego states, not
to produce new ego states. TIle unique aspect about this
visualization imagery is that the inner pcrsonalitiesshow up
at the table, not necessarily \\iLh the physical appearance
that the presenting personality might have expected, but
with the image each ego state has ofiL~clf. Thus, for the first

time the s)"stem has made a gigantic conceptual advance in
inner av.'lU"cness.
Wilh me group around the table. and able to see those
\\'ho ",·ere willing to come to the table, they are able to communicate with each othervcry much like the technique devised
by Da\'id Caul (1984) called Internal GroupTherapy.l ....-allt·
cd some way to be able to ha\'c input into who was going to
speak, rather than let them decide who would speak and who
would not. Interestingly, the solution to this problem came
from the book describing David Caul's therapy with hisfamOllS
patient, Billy Milligan (Keyes. 1981). Billy's alters related to
the outside world by taking turns standing in the light of a
slagc spotlight maintained in their inner world. The person
under the spotlight was the one who related to tlle outside
world. I adapted this by ha\;nga spotlight (ora microphone)
above the group or conference table and whoever wanted
tospeakcould ask for the light (or microphone) , or Lhe light
could be placed on someone who would find himselfor her·
self ~on Lhe spot" and thus able to speak to me.
AnoLhervef)' important advantage of this technique of
having the group able to no\\' \;sually and wrbaJly interact
\\;th each oLher as well as Lhe Lherapisl, is mat the personalities now are able to know eveJ)wing that is happening in
Lherap}'. No longer need Lhe patiemask what happened when
Lhe therapist was talking to another personalitystate. I remind
them that e\'eJ)'one at me table is able and expected to listen to all conversations; Lherefore there is not longer the
need for the patient to have amnestic epiStXics during the
therapy unless Lhere is an agreed upon need for a temporary amnesia. Previously, an amnestic period could have led
to some concerns by Lhe patient in regards to what might
achi~i.ng
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have happened in the office during that amnestic period.
In this era of increased litigation against therapists. it is useful to have a therapeutic technique in which aher person·
alities can be deall Wilh without any loss of awareness by the
presenting personality. i remind them thatin using this technique they have the ability to know all that goes on in Ule
therapy.
Because of the difficulty in going through vigorous ahreactions in a busy clinic selling. I experimented with having
(hcm visualize the traumatic memories all a movie or T.V.
screen within this board or conference room. These traumatic scenes could bc shown on the screen. Their pace and
extent could be controlled b}' the use of a remote control
device to stop. slow, speed up, or re'ierse them. At the same
time. the other alters arc reviewing the same scene. thus
sharing that memory and emotion. Whilc this technique
could encourage a cognith'e aVr<lreness without too much
feeling (which may initially be useful for some traumatic
memories). steps are taken to ensure that the emotions arc
eventually paired up WiUl the rest of the aspects of memory. The rationale for this approach is explained in Braun's
(1988) description of his I\ASK model.
As memories arc recovcred and workcd through, I have
found it useful, though not esscntial, for personalitics to per·
ccivc that they havc ~grown~ along with the therapy so that
at the time of preparation for fusion/integration. those who
remain separate are at least all of the same sex and age as
Ule host body. This is achieved through the image ofasmall
stage by the side of the table. The personality, when re-.tdy.
can enter onto the stage (a either advance in age (age progression) or change to the actual biologicall}'-aSSigned sex
via guided imagery, described elsewhere (fraser. 1991). This
strategy was developed because patients repeatedly told me
that they fell uncomfortable joining as a child ego state with
thc adult state without having had some perccption ofimermediatc stages of growth. While not necessary, I frequently
usc this strategy in prepar-J.tion for fusion/intcgration.
Finally, the time arrives for a fusion/intcgration or a
coming togcther of the personalities. This is accomplished
by a very simple ceremony. I merely have them join hands
in a circle. and I count to five (or whatever) for them as they
walk towards one another to blend into a co-conscious unity.
Ifritual abuse has been an issue, by this stage or therapy the
use of a circle usuall)' does not present a problem.
The Table Techniqluactually is not only a series ofaccessingstrategies, but is a setting (including table, screen. stage,
etc.) which offers a consistent milieu where much of the
therapy can be done.
•
All this sounds rather straightforw.trd and simple. It is
not simple! The accessing omline I presented is only the
stage selling for a course of prolonged and often emotionally stressing psychotherapy - stressful to patient and therapist, to families and fricnds.
In essence, the dissociativc table technique allows the
thcrapist to encounter a patient with a multi-levelled ego
stale disintegration, and gradually, through hypnosisorguided imagery. to lead the patient to a sense of unity of
self/selves obtained through the harmony and the intcgm-

tion ofthe ego states. This technique isonlyone of the many
which are now available to therapists who wish to gain access
to the inner personality system as Uley prepare to help vic·
tims/survivors ofchi Idhood abuse who dissociated their traumatic experiences.
Though many good accessing models are available, the
novice therapist will discovcr that thcy all revolve around
one ofthc four methods mentioned - formal hypnosis, variations ofsclr-hypnosis, guided imagery, and chemical induction of trance states such as with sodium amytal or (in its
non-therapeutic setting) alcohol. Like a good wine. your
accessing techniques \0\-,11 improve with time! •
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